Introduction

Environmental law school clinics are simultaneously battling headwinds and riding the breeze. The wind at our backs is the widespread—albeit belated—recognition that law schools should prepare students to practice law. 1 Because environmental law clinics focus on complex regulations, administrative law, and disputes involving lots of documents, these clinics fill an important niche in the world of experiential learning. 2 They provide training that is directly relevant to many law students’ future practices. 3

But environmental law school clinics also face headwinds, as politicians and industry groups condemn efforts to protect the environment as “job killing.” 4 With law schools and universities looking to government and corporations for money, it can seem out of step with institutional priorities for clinics to represent ordinary citizens suing government or corporations to protect the environment. In addition, educational institutions’ constituents and administrators can find it difficult to wrap their minds around the fact that law school clinics’ duty of loyalty is to clients, not to the institutions that employ the clinicians. 5

In this context, it may be useful to review some common questions about environmental law school clinics, and corresponding answers.

Questions and Answers

Q 1: What is the purpose of an environmental law school clinic?

A: Environmental law clinics 1) train effective and ethical lawyers by guiding law students through actual client representation, and 2) expand access to the legal system, especially for those who could not otherwise afford legal help on environmental issues. 6 These clinics offer training in complex litigation and administrative law, providing a foundation for students wishing to practice in highly regulated areas.

Q 2: Why do law schools and universities—through environmental law clinics— sue corporations and government agencies?

A: They don’t. Clinics merely provide legal representation in the cases they handle. The lawsuits are the clients’ cases—not the clinics’ and not the law schools’ or universities’. To illustrate: When reporting on litigation between Apple Inc. and Samsung Electronics Co., the media generally does not focus on the law firms that represent these companies. 7 In fact, it is doubtful that many readers
of the business news know or care which law firms are involved. That is the case because the dispute is not between law firms. They only provide professional services to clients, just as law school clinics do for their own clients. Decisions to sue, negotiate, settle, or go to trial are all client decisions. A lawyer’s provision of legal services to his or her client does not “constitute an endorsement” of client decisions.3

Q 3: Why do environmental law clinics sometimes represent clients whose views are out of step with public opinion or government policies?

A: People with lawful claims are entitled to legal representation even when others do not agree with them.8 In fact, among “the highest services the lawyer can render to society is to appear in court on behalf of clients whose causes are in disfavor with the general public.”10 This is true even when “the unfavorable public opinion of the client’s cause is in fact justified.”11 According to the ABA’s ethics committee, law school clinic guidelines should “encourage, not restrict, acceptance of controversial clients and cases.”12 Founding father John Adams set an example for all lawyers when he stepped up to ensure that even British soldiers who participated in the Boston massacre received competent legal representation.13 The Wall Street Journal has editorialized, “To drop a case under political pressure is especially unethical.”14

Q 4: Are law schools and universities responsible for their clinics’ litigation and case-selection decisions?

A: No. Law schools and universities cannot control “the manner in which clinical professors and their students practice law.”15 Further, ethical rulings preclude administrative or faculty boards from exercising case-by-case approval authority over clinics’ decisions to represent clients.16 The U.S. Supreme Court explored the core obligation of attorneys to exercise independent judgment in the context of a state public-defender office. The Court explained that a “public defender is not amenable to administrative direction in the same sense as other state employees.”17 He or she “is not, and by the nature of his [or her] function cannot be, the servant of an administrative superior” because lawyers work “under canons of professional responsibility that mandate … independent judgment on behalf of the client.”18 A law school clinic’s lawyers and student-attorneys work under these same mandates.19 The ethics code instructs lawyers to “not permit a person who … employs, or pays the lawyer to render legal services for another to direct or regulate the lawyer’s professional judgment in rendering such legal services.”20

Q 5: Are law schools and universities responsible for their clinics’ media communications?

A: No. Media communications—when they occur—are usually part of a lawyer’s representation of clients.21 Thus, lawyers exercise independent professional judgment on their clients’ behalf when communicating with the press.22 Media communications that are not undertaken on behalf of clients, however, are subject to law school or university control to the same extent as communications by other faculty members, consistent with principles of academic freedom.

Q 6: Should law school and university administrators have access to non-public information about their clinics’ activities on behalf of clients?

A: No. Protection of client confidences is a “fundamental principle in the lawyer-client relationship ….23 The ABA Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility has noted, “[i]t is difficult to see how the preservation of confidences and secrets of a client can be held inviolate prior to filing an action when the proposed action is described to those outside of the legal services office.”24

Q 7: Is it a “conflict” for a clinic to represent a client opposed to an alumnus, donor, or friend of the clinic’s law school or university?

A: No, at least not because of the opponent’s status as the parent institution’s alumnus, donor, or friend. A conflict occurs when “representation of one client will be directly adverse to another client” or there is “a significant risk” that the lawyer’s responsibilities to another person or the lawyer’s “personal interest” will materially limit representation of the clients.25 Also, lawyers cannot represent clients against former clients on “the same or a substantially related matter.”26 Law school or university constituents probably are not the clinics’ clients or former clients. Cultivation of donors and
other constituents is not a responsibility or personal interest of the clinics’ lawyers or students; it is an institutional responsibility and interest of the law school or university. Under the rules that govern lawyers, such institutional concerns do not affect a clinic’s representation of clients.

Q 8: Does it create an “appearance of impropriety” for a clinic to represent clients in disputes with the clinic’s home institution’s alumni, donors, or friends?

A: No. First, standing alone, “appearance of professional impropriety” is “too vague a phrase to be useful” in the context of attorney disqualification. Disqualification must be “linked to an actual, real conflict rather than an imaginary one.” In other words, there must be a “reasonable possibility that some specifically identifiable impropriety did in fact occur.” Attempting to eliminate the subjective suspicions of even “the most cynical members of the public” would enable use of the rules for “harassment,” and risk “the social interests … served by a lawyer’s continued participation in a particular case.” Further, for a clinic to decline all cases against law school or university supporters would tend more to inflame, rather than allay, suspicions.

Q 9: Should clinics turn down cases that might offend law school or university constituents?

A: No. A law professor’s job is to instill in students the legal profession’s values. Clinicians cannot do that effectively unless they respect professional values in their own case-selection decisions. Among those values is the principle that lawyers “not decline representation because community reaction is adverse.” The desire to avoid opposing influential people “does not justify [a lawyer’s] rejection of tendered employment.” By law, a clinic’s lawyers must employ independent legal judgment. Turning away clients to please constituents would offend “every conceivable traditional ideal of [the legal profession’s] independence.”

Q 10: Why not weigh educational benefits for clinic students against the risk of upsetting law school or university constituents and only take controversial cases when the inconvenience to parent institutions is outweighed by extraordinary educational benefits?

A: That would be flatly inconsistent with a clinic’s duty to not establish policies that “restrict acceptance of controversial clients and cases.” Such a policy would also conflict with the lawyer’s duty to avoid basing case-selection decisions on a desire to avoid alignment against influential people. Finally, it would be inconsistent with the principle that lawyers’ judgment in delivering legal services is independent of the preferences of employers who are not clients.

Q 11: Can’t there be some policy to immunize friends and constituents of the law school or university from lawsuits filed on behalf of clinics’ clients?

A: No. Such a policy would not be principled or workable. Where would clinics draw the line? If a donor could achieve immunity by contributing thousands of dollars to the law school or university, should donors who contribute tens of dollars also be immune? How about potential donors, or donors’ friends, relatives, and corporate affiliates? Any clinic policy to abandon clients in exchange for money, friendship, or other favors would be inconsistent with law schools and universities’ identities as public-interest institutions and with basic principles of the legal profession. A better approach is to help law school and university constituents understand the principles that require clinics to preserve loyalty to clients and function independently from their law school or university’s day-to-day preferences. When a law school or university decides to offer a clinic to provide legal services to actual clients, that institution is obliged to respect and honor the legal profession’s principles. Any university or law school unwilling to live by those principles would not be fit to operate a law clinic.

Q 12: Does this mean that a clinic can never turn down a case, regardless of the consequences?

A: No. Court appointments aside, lawyers are not required to represent any particular client. A clinic’s discretion to turn down cases does not, however, alter the profession’s general principles that
inform case selection and does not abrogate the clinic’s duty not to establish policies to “restrict acceptance of controversial clients and cases.”

**Q 13: Is the law school or university’s well-being entirely irrelevant to clinic case selection?**

**A:** No. A clinic should not accept a case that the clinic director believes poses genuinely toxic consequences to the law school or university. But the parent institution’s fund-raising strategies have no place in clinic case-selection decisions. Where to draw the line? Recognizing that such “difficult issues of professional discretion” arise in the legal profession, the Model Rules suggest that some “must be resolved through the exercise of sensitive professional and moral judgment guided by the basic principles underlying the Rules.” In other words, there is no bright line. Clinicians should make case-selection decisions that they would be proud to share with their colleagues and their students.

**Q 14: Is it somehow improper for a law school or university to both accept state funding and operate a clinic that represents clients who sue state agencies?**

**A:** No. States provide money to many companies and organizations that do not lose their rights to participate in the legal system as a result. Further, any law that forbade litigation by private recipients of state funds could run afoul of U.S. Supreme Court holdings that government may not grant or deny benefits in a way that infringes on constitutional rights.

**Q 15: Does clinics’ advocacy on behalf of clients harm the states’ or nation’s economic health?**

**A:** No. Of course, any effort to ensure that people and projects comply with the law creates some possibility of delay and added expense. But as former U.S. Solicitor General Theodore B. Olson explained: “[A] robust and productive economy depends upon a consistent, predictable, evenhanded, and respected rule of law.”

**Q 16: What if some environmental laws are too stringent?**

**A:** Neither clinics nor their clients enact the laws. People who oppose a law or regulation should seek to change it, not to undermine people’s ability to protect rights that the law currently grants them. The U.S. Supreme Court has explained that this ability to protect legal rights in court is “one of the highest and most essential privileges of citizenship” and is the “right conservative of all other rights.” As the alternative to force and violence, the right of access to the legal system “lies at the foundation of orderly government.”

**Q 17: What if critics believe that clinics file frivolous lawsuits?**

**A:** State and federal laws empower courts to sanction attorneys who abuse the litigation process.

**Q 18: Is it wrong for a law school clinic to represent non-indigent community organizations?**

**A:** No. The model rules define pro bono publico (i.e., public service) representation to include work on behalf of community organizations, especially on matters “designed primarily to address the needs of persons of limited means.” A clinic therefore operates within a zone that the legal profession recognizes as public service as long as it represents low-income individuals, government, or most public-interest organizations. Indeed, before joining the U.S. Supreme Court, Justice David Souter wrote an opinion for the New Hampshire Supreme Court blocking enforcement of a state law that would have barred a non-profit from providing “legal services to the non-indigent.” The court found that the state lacked a compelling justification to restrict the non-profit’s first-amendment right to engage in advocacy.
Q 19: Do student-practice rules prevent clinics from representing community organizations that are not indigent?

A: In general, no. Student practice rules differ, but their purpose is usually “to set forth the limited circumstances under which unlicensed law students may engage in the practice of law,” not to deny clinic representation to particular classes of clients.\(^5^8\) For example, the Louisiana Supreme Court stressed that nothing in the state’s student practice rule “affects in any way the right of [a clinic’s] licensed attorneys to represent anyone … in any matter in any court.”\(^5^9\) That court’s former chief justice stressed that the rule “specifically do[es] not say that … clinics cannot work for non-indigent clients in any situation where it is legal and ethical [to do so].”\(^6^0\) Even when a clinic does not have a single client who qualifies for student representation in a particular case, students generally may “perform a wide variety of legal related work or research, so long as it [is] reviewed and any formal documents (such as pleadings, motions, agreements or the like) [are] actually submitted by a licensed supervising attorney.”\(^6^1\)

Q 20: Is it wrong for a law school clinic to recover attorney fees from violators of environmental laws?

A: No. The law provides specifically for such recoveries.\(^6^2\) People who disagree with these types of legal provisions are free to campaign to have them changed. But in the meantime, it is appropriate for clinics to follow the laws on the books. The occasional award of statutory attorneys’ fees does not change the pro bono nature of a law school clinic’s work.\(^6^3\)

Conclusion

So how are environmental law clinics faring in these difficult times? Every clinic, of course, faces its own challenges, and it is not unusual to read press reports of clinics under fire.\(^6^4\) Nonetheless, the overall trend has been one of expansion. Almost every law school with a significant environmental program now runs an environmental law clinic.\(^6^5\) The list includes: Harvard, Yale, Stanford, Georgetown, the University of Chicago, the University of Texas, Washington University, the University of Maryland, Duke, Tulane, Lewis & Clark, Pace, Vermont, and many others. For those fortunate enough to participate, it remains a privilege to help law students find their voices as advocates under the stressful—but exhilarating—conditions of complex litigation.
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